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From the editor . . .
In March we celebrate Puerto Rican women of achievement. There are
many Puerto Rican women who have made great meaningful
achievements in our world. These women should be our role models.
Role models will rarely let us down, but heroes can and will. Role
models always elevate us, whereas hero worship may lead us to diminish
our value.
Role models are intimately connected to our experience, whereas heroes
may serve as vicarious images. We accept our role models and all of
their humanity, whereas heroes may be placed on a pedestal.
Role models usually fulfill our needs, whereas heroes may be a
disappointment when they fall from grace.

YOUR AD

Role models are not an extension of who we are, whereas heroes may be
tied to an illusion that we have about reality. You rarely hear about role
models, but heroes receive a great deal of attention.
It is time as a culture that we salute the role models and the purpose that
they serve within our lives.

FITS HERE

"The real hero is not he who is garbed in glory and decked in splendor,
but he who is wrapped in good deeds and righteous action.
It is not he who subdues his enemy in combat, but he who forgives and
retreats from conflict with his fellow man; not he who lives a life of
adventure, but he who lives a life of service."
Mentors are role models that people choose to approach and talk to
about the things on their mind. These people often are role models that
others feel very comfortable with or associate with regularly, and they
often become close friends over time.
Choose your heroes, role models and mentors carefully because these
decisions will affect the rest of your life. It will affect your choices, and
the choices you make now will determine your fate later in life.

Siempre Boricua, Ivonne Figueroa
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Ocean Park Beach, in Santurce, is a favorite spot for locals in San Juan and
gaining popularity among tourists. The young locals like to refer to it as “Ocean”.
The wide mile long beach is framed by a few shaded spots with palm trees along
the way, residential condominiums, private residences, vacation rentals,
restaurants, and a few boutique hotels, small inns, and guesthouses.
The atmosphere has a very casual, low-key vibe. Even on high tourist season you
will find the beach to be pretty relaxed and not crowded. Ocean Park Beach is on
the Atlantic Ocean side featuring pretty blues from deep navy blues to aquamarine.
The sand is a light golden color, soft and light.
Ocean Park is located between Condado and Isla Verde beaches making it an
essential tranquil, tree-lined street residential neighborhood, with numerous
examples of single family homes from the decades between 1930 and 1950. Small
Bed & Breakfast Inns which blend in with the residential community also dot the
area. Its wide ocean front and offshore reefs prevent large waves from reaching
the beach, which is popular with trendy beachgoers. Strong seasonal onshore trade
winds make the area popular for kitesurfing and windsurfing.

Mi Puerto Rico
Joe Roman Santos
Editor
Joe is a schoolteacher in
Houston and spends most of his
holidays and summers in Puerto
Rico.

Mi Puerto Rico
Joe
Roman
Santos, Editor. . . .
Island
Restaurants
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In the 1950’s Ocean Park was a small, hidden
away, romantic community, that at the time
was bohemian in culture. Couples would rent
their first apartment there, dine in small
neighborhood cafés, and walk the beach
barefoot and holding hands in the evenings.

Speaking Puerto Rican . . .
Generally the word 'afrentao' is used in
reference to food like 'glotón.' The word
'afretao' can be also used in sentences like
'Eres un afretao pa' los chavos' meaning
'stingy' or that you want all the money for
yourself.

Refrán . . .
Si no es Juan, es Pedro.

Trivia

Bagua Restaurant

Último Trolley was the last electric
streetcar that crossed the streets of San Juan
from 1901 to 1946 and was placed in Ocen
Park and operated as a restaurant, hence the
name, último trolley

51 Maria Moczo
Ocean Park
San Juan

Bagua, located in Ocean Park, is a hidden gem. I go every now and then because
they never stop surprising me. This time I tried their fresh caught fish of the day
with the Portobello risotto and was amazing. I'm always trying new places in San
Juan but I keep coming to Bagua because I just love both the food and atmosphere.
The sangria, fish and ceviche were exceptional. Friendly service. Deliciously
seasoned and fresh. They grow their herbs and greens on a rooftop garden. The mint
in my Mojito came from the window box out front.

http://www.elboricua.com/CCNOW_Calderos.html

BORICUA . . .
Lisa Santiago Brochu
Restaurant Reviews
* Lisa Santiago Brochu, is a trained professional
Chef and a former restaurant owner in New York.
She travels to Puerto Rico on business often. Her
island roots are in Caguas.

is a powerful word.
It is our history,
it is our cultural affirmation,
it is a declaration,
it is a term of endearment,
it is poetic . . .
......
it is us.
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March 2, -Eurípides Rubio, U.S. Army Captain and Vietnam
1938
War Hero, born
March 2, The Jones Act grants U.S. Citizenship to residents
1917
of Puerto Rico.
March 3,
The Puerto Rican Constitution is approved.
1952
March 9, -ASPIRA, oldest national Puerto Rican educational
1962
agency, est. in NYC
March 9,
Raúl Rafael Carlos Juliá (actor) is born in San Juan
1940

Taíno Women cooked, tended to the needs of the family, tended
the farm and harvested the crops. They also made pots, grills, and
griddles from river clay by rolling the clay into rope and then
layering it to form or shape. The inside was smoothed with stones
and the spouts cut out with stones or sticks. The clay pottery was
fired in a hole covered with flat stones and a fire built above it.
Firing took many hours. Mothers carried their babies on their
backs on a padded board that was secured to the baby's forehead.
The board flattened the baby's forehead. Thus Taínos had a flat
forehead - something they found attractive. Taínos were
completely naked except for a nagua, a frontal apron, worn only by
married women. The nagua did not cover genitalia.

March
12, 1903

The University of Puerto Rico is established.

March
26, 1849

The first telegraph line is built in Puerto Rico.

Dr. Helen Rodríguez Trías, 1929-2001

Nydia Velázquez, 1953
The first Puerto Rican woman elected to the U.S. House of
Representatives, Velázquez serves since 1993 and represents a district
encompassing Brooklyn, Queens and the Bronx. Born in Puerto Rico,
she has an M.A. in political science from New York University and has
been the chair of the Congressional Hispanic Caucus since 2011.

Pediatrician, educator, and women’s rights activist, she
was born in New York City and earned her M.D. at the
University of Puerto Rico. In 1960, she helped establish
the island’s first center of care for newborn babies and in
1970 she became the head of pediatrics at Lincoln
Hospital in the South Bronx. In NYC, she brought attention
to the mass sterilization of Puerto Rican women and
reproductive rights. She was the first Puerto Rican and
Latina president of the American Public Health Association
and was awarded the Presidential Citizen’s Medal in 2001.
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Caribbean Rum Punch

Madeline Butler
Madeline Butler, born in Maricao, Puerto Rico, serves as the Deputy
Senior Engineer of the Applied Engineering and Technology Directorate
and the Data Systems Standards Manager at NASA's Goddard Space Flight
Center in Maryland. She also serves as the Engineering Technical
Authority for the Space and Ground Networks. She was selected to join
five other NASA engineers to design and develop the communications
infrastructure to support future missions to Mars.
She earned her BS in Mathematics from the University of Puerto Rico at
Mayagüez. And in 1977 she made her dream come true. She was hired to
work at NASA Goddard Space Flight Center, and worked there for over
three decades. In 1981, while still working at NASA, she earned a MS in
Computer Science from Johns Hopkins University.

• 2 cups orange juice
• 2 cups pineapple juice
• 1/4 cup grenadine
• 1/4 cup triple sec
• 1.5 to 2 cups rum
• 1 cup sprite
Mix well all ingredients except sprite in a large pitcher. Top
off pitcher with sprite. Pour it up!! Cheers!!

In her time at NASA, she has served in a wide variety of roles,
FunnyPuerto
Refranes
including
the HeadRican
of the Telemetry
and tracking Systems Section,
Project Manager for the Automation of the NASA Ground Terminal
at White Sands, New Mexico, Senior Systems Engineer for the
Mission Operations and Data Systems Directorate, and Head of the
Mission Implementation and Technology Management Office of the
Translates to ‘Like father,
Mission Operations and Systems Development Division, where she
like son.’ This usually refers
managed engineers responsible for mission data systems design,
to a son's character or
development, testing, operations and planning of NASA missions.
behavior resembling that of
his father, and usually it’s
said sarcastically (depending
on the tone). Most fathers
like it and most sons don’t.
That’s just the way it is.

Sally Rubio Canales
is a guest writer with
roots in Ponce. She
lives in St Louis with
her two daughters and
spends the summers
in Puerto Rico.

* Diego Matos Dupree, born in Bayamón, is a tavernero for a
popular cruise line and lives on board most of the year. He gets to
travel the world for free.
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Our PRIMOS section journeys through Latin America celebrating our cousins.
This section was added in 1998 in order to become more inclusive and at the request of several public schools using our publication in the classroom.

Elena Cintrón Colón
Primos Editor
* Elena, born and raised in Puerto
Rico to Brazilian and Peruvian
parents, lives in Buenos Aires most of
the year. She works for a large South
American firm and travels throughout
Latin America. She comes home to
San Juan.

Arepa
Dominican Arepa is a cornmeal and coconut cake, traditionally prepared in an iron pot on top of
red hot coals. A metal lid is placed on the pot, then more coal is put on the lid.
Arepa is a rich, comforting cake that is sometimes made sweet so it that can be served for
breakfast, as a snack or even dessert with coffee or hot chocolate. It can also be made salty or
savory to accompany heavy meals like lunch and dinner.
3 cups fine cornmeal
1 cup coconut milk
3 cups milk
4 eggs
½ cup butter, at room temperature
2 teaspoons salt
2 teaspoons sugar
¼ cup fresh shredded coconut
1 teaspoon anise seeds
Preheat the oven to 375.
In a large bowl mix the cornmeal with the coconut milk and add 1½ cups of milk.
In a heavy skillet cook this mixture at medium-high heat, stirring constantly.
Gradually add the rest of the milk, the sugar, and the salt, until you obtain a smooth mixture.
Let it cool for 10 minutes and add the eggs, butter, coconut, and anise seeds and mix well.
Cook for another 10 minutes at medium-high heat, stirring constantly.
Pour the mixture into a well-greased casserole or cake pan, roughly 8 ½” x 11”.
Bake for 35 to 40 minutes, or until a knife inserted in the center comes out clean.
Serve warm or at room temperature.

Larimar, also called "Stefilia's Stone", is
a rare blue variety of the silicate mineral
pectolite found only in the Dominican
Republic. Its coloration varies from white,
light-blue, green-blue to deep blue.
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Jaime in the Kitchen
A Food Blog
Cocina Criolla – Cooking Hints
By: Anna María Vélez de Blas

Bacon Cheddar Patty Cakes
3 slices bacon
4 cups cold leftover mashed potatoes
2 eggs
1/2 cup flour
2 tsp Adobo
1 cup shredded Cheddar cheese
Place the bacon in a large, deep skillet, and cook over medium-high heat,
turning occasionally, until evenly browned and crisp, about 10 minutes.
Remove the bacon slices, crumble, and set aside. Leave the bacon drippings
in the skillet.
Mix the mashed potatoes, eggs, flour, Adobo together in a bowl; stir in the
crumbled bacon and Cheddar cheese.
Form the mixture into 8 patties. Heat the bacon drippings over medium heat,
and pan-fry the patties in the drippings until crisp on each side, about 4
minutes per side.

This fancy Picadillo Sandwich was a favorite dinner time meal
when my kids were growing up. My son, RJ, really loved it. It is
pretty simple to make too.
All you need is a loaf of French bread and left over picadillo (or
freshly made). The meat is ground beef, and has diced onions,
peppers, sometimes tomatoes, a bit of garlic, and salt and
pepper.
I’ve also made it with left over spaghetti meat that included
tomato sauce, but I drain it some.
I add cheese, any cheese will do, under and over the meat.
Sometimes I spread mayo and mustard on the bread and
sometimes I don’t.
I sometimes make it into a breakfast sandwich by adding a
beaten egg to the meat while heating it up in the pan.
Really almost anything goes with this sandwich. My daughters
make this sandwich for their families and add spinach.

Makes great appetizers or Tapas, snack, etc.

That’s why I’m the Crowned Sandwich King!
*Anna, born in Bayamóm and raised in Aibonito, is a Recipe Tester for EL BORICUA
and is also a professional Chef. She lives in California with her husband, Joe and
their three children.

* Jaime Garibay Rivera, Ph.D. is a retired college professor (Aerophysics),
now living in Miami. He has three children and his family roots are in
Mayagüez.
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Nuestra Cocina Criolla

Chicharrones de Pollo
Island Coconut-Toffee Cookies
1/2 cup butter, room temperature
1 cup Heath Toffee Bits
1/2 cup sugar
1/2 cup brown sugar
1 teaspoon vanilla extract
1 egg plus 1 egg yolk
2 cups all purpose flour
3/4 teaspoon baking soda
1/2 teaspoon salt
1/4 cup finely chopped almonds
2 Tablespoons Cream of Coconut (Coco Lopez or Goya)
2 1/4 cups sweetened shredded flaked coconut
1.
Beat together butter, toffee bits and both sugars,
until light and fluffy, about 5 minutes. Add in egg and egg
yolk, and vanilla. Beat well. Combine flour, baking soda and
salt. Gradually add into butter mixture until combined. Add
in chopped almonds, cream of coconut and shredded
coconut, mix until fully incorporated into dough.
2.
Line a baking sheet with wax paper or parchment
paper. Using a medium cookie scoop or a spoon, measure out
cookie dough and shape into balls, place on cookie sheet and
then flatten to about 1/2 inch thick. Cover with plastic wrap
and refrigerate cookie dough overnight, or at least 8 hours.
3.
When ready to bake, place cookies on a baking
sheet, 2-3 inches apart, these cookies will spread. Bake in a
preheated 325 degree oven for 12-14 minutes, just until
edges start to turn brown.
4.
Remove from oven and let cookies rest on cookie
sheet for 10 minutes to finish baking. Remove from baking
sheet to cooling racks to cool completely.
Cookies may look undercooked in the center when edges turn
brown but they will finish baking on the tray after removing
from the oven.

Seasoning
4 cloves garlic
1 teaspoon olive oil
½ teaspoons vinegar
2 teaspoons orange or ime juice
1 teaspoon oregano
1-¾ teaspoon salt
2 whole black peppercorns

For the chicken
3 pounds chicken, with bone/skin
2 cups flour
1 envelope Sazón
¼ teaspoons black pepper
vegetable oil, for frying

Combine all the seasoning ingredients in a mortar and pestle and mash it all
together (or use a food processor), set aside.
Trim any excess skin and fat off the chicken, but do not remove the skin.
Next, cut the chicken into chunks leaving the bone in. Using your biggest
knife cut into the flesh of the chicken until you reach the bone, lay a towel
over the back of the knife and pound it until it cuts through the bone. Do not
saw into the bone because it can cause it to splinter. Lay the chicken in a
glass dish (do not use metal as it could react with the vinegar) and pour
seasoning over the chicken. Massage the seasoning evenly into the chicken.
Cover and refrigerate for 4 hours or overnight.
When ready to prepare chicken, heat enough oil to cover chicken in a large
pot or Dutch oven. Heat oil to 400 degrees.
While the oil heats combine flour, Sazón and pepper in a large zip-lock bag,
shake to combine ingredients. In batches, place chicken in the flour bag and
shake until well coated. Shake off excess flour and place on baking grid until
all chicken pieces are coated.
When oil reaches 400 degrees, fry chicken pieces in batches for 3 minutes.
Remove from oil and drain on a plate lined with paper towels.
Once you’ve finished with all of the chicken, lower the heat of the oil to 300
degrees and place all of the chicken back into the pot. Cover and fry for 10
minutes. Remove chicken from oil and drain on a paper towel lined plate.
Raise the heat again to 400 degrees. Fry the chicken in batches until dark
golden brown, without burning. Remove chicken from oil and drain on paper
towel lined plate. Ready…..set…..EAT!
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Spicy Caribbean Sea Bass
1 pound MSC Chilean Sea Bass (or another thick, flaky white fish
like cod or halibut - MSC or Green rated preferably)
1 tablespoon honey
olive oil, for the skillet
½ a habanero, seeded, diced
2 scallions, trimmed, cut into thin rings
10 - ¼"-thick half-moon slices of pineapple
1 avocado, peeled and sliced into 10 wedges
garlic powder
salt and pepper

Cut your fish into two equal portions and season very well with salt
and garlic powder. Sprinkle with fresh pepper and drizzle the
honey on top, splitting the tablespoon between the two filets.
Slick the bottom of a 10" or 12" non-stick skillet with olive oil and
heat over medium-high heat. When very hot, add the fish, skin-side
down. Cook without moving for 3-5 minutes, depending on the
thickness. You might want a splatter screen to help keep your
stovetop clean.
When the fish has started to firm up, flip carefully and let the
honey caramelize into a nice "crust", another 3 or 4 minutes.
Remove the fish from the skillet and set aside on a warm plate.
In the skillet place the pineapple moons in a single layer and toss
the diced habanero and sliced scallions on top. Season with salt and
pepper. After 2 minutes, gently flip the pineapple and cook 2 more
minutes. Remove the pineapple, pepper and scallions from the
skillet, and set the fish, skin side down, back in to finish cooking.
This will not take long.

To plate: alternate wedges of avocado and pineapple on two plates,
sprinkling the scallions and pepper on too. Place one piece of fish
on each plate atop the salad. Serve immediately.

Pepper Steak Criollo
— 2 Pounds of Cubed Steak – Cut each steak in half (same steak you
would use for chicken fried steak)
— 1 small green pepper (sliced)
— 1 small yellow onion (sliced)
— 4 garlic cloves (minced and mashed)
— two tablespoons of sofrito
— two tablespoons of olive oil
— 1 - 8 oz can of tomato sauce
— Water (about 6-8 cups)
— 3 potatoes (cut in four pieces) [This will help thicken the steak
sauce]
— 1 packet each of Sazon Goya with Culantro & Achoite & ham
flavored concentrate
Adobo
Cumin
garlic and onion powder
— 2 bay leaves, oregano and black pepper. (I don’t measure any of the
seasonings — I just add to taste so I can’t really tell you how much
seasoning I actually add onto the dish)
Take your large caldero and heat it on medium heat. Add olive oil then
add sofrito and saute.
After a few minutes, add the sliced pepper and onions and saute for a
few minutes.
Add tomato sauce and seasonings to taste. Mix that around and then
add steaks on top of the mixture. Add the mashed garlic on top of the
steaks and then add water. After the water, throw in the potatoes. Give
it one last mix and cover.
This will cook for about 1 hour – 1-1/2 hours.
You may have to add more water after 40 minutes or so.
This dish is typically served alongside rice and beans and some
plantains.
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Painting Memories
Nancy Nieves has created a website that paints people’s memories. The
native New Yorker and self-taught artist has deep roots in her Puerto Rican
ancestry. Her parents are originally from Rio Grande Puerto Rico and they
migrated to the busy city in the 1950’s. She studied design at the Wood TobéCoburn School.
Her website Nancydrewthis is centered around creating a memory in acrylic
paint on canvas. The idea occurred to her after listening to her mother tell a
story about a dance hall from her youth. Her mother told the story with such
passion that Ms. Nieves thought she could make that memory live again
through her art. Being self-taught the artist was first hesitant about her work.
However, in listening to the reactions of her audience she has come to realize
that her art is her creative voice. In creating these memories she puts a smile on
her customers’ faces. She feels that in this world of cynicism smiles are very
important to her. The creative artist also does sketchings and abstracts using
different mediums. However, it is the memory aspect of her work that keeps
her smiling.

In her own words…
The history behind the acrylic painting titled, Bajo la sombra de un pino, is
a story heard and told many times in my family. It was the beginning of my
mom and dad's love story. My father had just proposed and he wanted to
celebrate. Even though at this time my mom was in her 20's she'd grown up in
a very strict household, where anything besides doing your chores was
prohibited. My father devised a plan for my mom to sneak out of her house
and go dancing. There they danced till five in the morning and my mom
managed to sneak back inside her house just as her dad was getting ready to
start his day! She says it was most fun she ever had back then. When I created
the painting for her I could see that she was transported back to that memory.
She's the reason why there is a section on my webpage for purchasing
memories on paint. Of course the service is available to everyone but I do feel
joyous creating for customers who were born before you could record
everything with a selfie!
Ms. Nieves promotes that she is creating intimate work. Her eyes smiling as
she ended our interview and affirming that her work, “…is a small piece of you
or your loved ones interpreted in color. A personal story that yearns to be told.”
http://nancydrewthis.wix.com/nancynieves

*Betty is a literacy teacher in Harlem and writes
children’s books. She is publishing her first, “La
Despeinada” in late spring. Betty lives with her two
children Natasha and Xavier in Brooklyn, New York.
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From Puerto Rico With Love
Don Baaska
Available online . . .

Carlos Armando Ponce, Jr. (born September 4, 1972)
is a Puerto Rican actor, singer, composer and
television personality. Ponce began his acting career
by participating in Spanish language soap operas for
Televisa and Telemundo. Ponce continued to expand
his acting career by participating in various American
television series. He did not limit himself solely to a
career in television. Ponce, who is also a singer, is
also active in the American movie industry as a
character actor.

